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All-pass transmission or flattop reflection filters using a single photonic
crystal slab
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We show that a single photonic crystal slab can function either as optical all-pass transmission or
flattop reflection filter for normally incident light. Both filter functions are synthesized by designing
the spectral properties of guided resonance in the slab. The structure is extremely compact along the
vertical direction. We expect this device to be useful for optical communication systems. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1763221#
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Compact optical filter structures are of great interest
optical communication applications. In particular, optical a
pass transmission filters, which generate significant dela
resonance, while maintaining 100% transmission both
and off resonance, are useful for applications such as op
delay or dispersion compensation.1,2 Also, flattop reflection
filters, which completely reflect a narrow range of wav
lengths while letting other wavelengths pass through, are
portant for channel selection in wavelength-division mu
plexing systems.3

Guided resonances in photonic crystal slabs4–11 provide
a very compact way to generate useful spectral functions
externally incident light. An example of a photonic cryst
slab consists of a periodic array of air holes introduced int
high index dielectric slab, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. Wang and
Magnusson showed that a slab can function as a notch
with a Lorentzian reflection line shape, when the slab thi
ness is appropriately chosen and a single resonance is p
within the vicinity of the signal frequency.12 Based upon
guided resonance effects, a number of novel spectral fil
have been proposed.13–17 It was recently shown that by cou
pling two photonic slabs together, all-pass transmission
flattop reflection could be synthesized.18 In this letter, we
show that asingle photonic crystal slabcan function either
as an all-pass transmission filter or as a flattop reflec
filter, thus providing an extremely compact way of gener
ing useful filter functions, and further demonstrating the v
satility of photonic crystal structures.

To generate either an all-pass transmission or narr
band reflection filter functions, one will need to have tw
resonant modes in the vicinity of the signal frequenci
which possess opposite symmetry with respect to the mi
plane perpendicular to the propagating direction.18 In the
photonic crystal slab as shown in Fig. 1~a!, the resonant
modes required are provided by the guided resonance
guided resonance originates from the guided modes in a
form dielectric slab, and is therefore strongly confined with
the slab. And yet the periodic index contrast provides
phase matching mechanisms that allow these mode
couple into free space radiations in the vertical directi
Since a dielectric slab structure supports TE or TM guid
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modes that are even or odd with respect to the mirror plan
the center of the slab, a guided resonance could also be
signed to have either even or odd symmetry. By appro
ately choosing the structural parameters, it is then possibl
place both an even resonance and an odd resonance i
vicinity of the signal frequency.

The transmission properties of a photonic crystal slab
externally incident light are determined by a Fano interf
ence between a direct and an indirect transmiss
pathway.19 In a direct pathway, the incident light pass
through the slab without exciting the guided resonance. In
indirect pathway, the incident light first excites the guid
resonance. The power in the resonance then slowly de
into the free space. For a structure with two resonances, s
interference effects can be described by a theoretical mo
schematically shown in Fig. 1~b!. This model is based upon
coupling of modes in a time-dependent formalism for opti
resonators, which is generally valid when the quality fac
of the resonance is high:20

daeven

dt
5~ j veven2geven!aeven1 jAgevens111 jAgevens21 ,

~1!

daodd

dt
5~ j vodd2godd!aodd1 jAgodds112 jAgodds21 , ~2!

s125s211 jAgevenaeven1 jAgoddaodd, ~3!

s225s111 jAgevenaeven2 jAgoddaodd. ~4!

Here aeven and aodd are the amplitudes in the even and o
resonances, respectively.veven and vodd represent their fre-
quencies, andgeven and godd are their decay rates. The ou
going wave amplitude,s12 or s22 , each consists of a sum o
a direct term that is equal to the incoming wave amplitu
s11 or s21 , and two indirect terms that are proportional
the amplitudes of even and odd resonancesaeven and aodd.
The indirect terms describe the decay of the resonances@Eqs.
~3! and ~4!#. In the direct terms, we assume that the par
transmission coefficient through the slab is unity. This
important for creating both all-pass transmission and flat
reflection filter characteristics, and can be accomplish
by choosing an appropriate optical thickness of the sla12

We note that the indirect terms fromaeven and aodd are of
5 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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opposite signs due to the different symmetry properties
the modes. Using this model, the transmission coeffic
through the slab can be calculated as

t512
geven

~ j v2 j veven1geven!
2

godd

~ j v2 j vodd1godd!
. ~5!

When the condition of an accidental degeneracy is satisfi
i.e., geven5godd5g, veven5vodd5vo , the transmission co
efficient becomes

t5
j ~v2vo!2g

j ~v2vo!1g
, ~6!

and the structure behaves as an all-pass filter. The amplit
of the transmission are unity both on and off resonan
while the phase goes through a very rapid change from
2p in the vicinity of the resonance, and thus gives rise t
strong resonant delay. On the other hand, wh
geven5godd5g, uveven2voddu52g, the transmission become

utu25
~v2vo!4

~v2vo!414g4
, ~7!

wherevo5(veven1vodd)/2. The structure shows flat-top re
flection characteristics, with a narrow range of frequency
the vicinity of vo completely reflected, while all other fre
quencies are passing through. Therefore, depending on
choice ofveven, vodd, geven, andgodd, the transmission co
efficient in Eq. ~5! exhibits either all-pass transmission
flattop reflection filter characteristics.

Both filter characteristics can be physically realized
the single slab structure as shown in Fig. 1~a!. In a finite-
difference time-domain~FDTD! simulation,21 we excite the
resonant modes by a pulse of a normally incident pla
wave. The line shapes of even and odd modes can the
obtained by Fourier-transforming the temporal decay of
resonance amplitudes. When the structure is chosen to ha
thickness of 2.05a wherea is the lattice constant, a radius o
air holes of 0.12a, and a dielectric constant of 10.07, whic
corresponds to that of AlGaAs in optical frequencies,22 both
the even and odd mode have the same frequency and w
as shown in Fig. 2~a!. The transmission spectrum therefo
shows near 100% transmission over the entire bandw
both on and off resonance as can be seen in Fig. 2~b!, while
a large resonant delay is generated in the vicinity of
resonant frequency@Fig. 2~c!#. To compare the simulation

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of a photonic crystal filter consisting of a sing
photonic crystal slab. The arrow represents the direction of the incid
light. The radius of air holes is 0.12a, and the thickness is 2.05a, wherea
is the lattice constant.~b! Schematic of a theoretical model for a resona
system that supports two resonant states with opposite symmetry wit
spect to the mirror plane perpendicular to the incident light.
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results with the theoretical analysis, we extract the para
eters from Fig. 2~a! and generate the theoretical spectra
using Eq.~5!. We see excellent agreement between the sim
lation and the theory@Figs. 2~b! and ~c!#. The peak delay of
5000(a/c) corresponds to 10.14 ps, when the operat
wavelength is at 1550 nm. For such a delay, the structur
only 1.2mm thick.

A flattop reflection filter can also be designed in a sing
photonic crystal slab, by choosing a different set of eith
structural or dielectric parameters. For simplicity, we fix t
thickness and the radius of air holes, and vary only the
electric constant. Our simulations show that the frequency
the even and odd mode varies with the dielectric constan
a different fashion, while the width of the resonance
largely insensitive to the dielectric constant~Fig. 3!. There-
fore, by choosing the dielectric constant to 10.9~which is
still accomplishable using AlGaAs with a different aluminu
content!, we obtain the flattop behavior as seen in Fig.
Again, the simulation shows excellent agreement with

nt

e-

FIG. 2. Spectral response functions for the one slab structure shown in
1~a! with a dielectric constant of 10.07.~a! The spectra of resonance ampl
tudes for the even mode~dashed line! and the odd mode~solid line!. ~b!
Transmission spectrum for normally incident light.~c! Group delay spec-
trum. In both~b! and ~c!, the solid line represents the theory and the op
circles correspond to FDTD simulations.

FIG. 3. Difference of the resonance frequencies for even and odd m
normalized by the decay rate as a function of the slab dielectric constan
the structure shown in Fig. 1~a!.
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theoretical prediction, generated using a similar procedur
outlined previously.

We note that the all-pass filter proposed here can
readily cascaded to create optical delay lines since the fi
operates in a transmission mode. In such an optical d
line, it has been shown that the maximum capacity is
versely related to the dimension of each stage.23 Conse-
quently, our filter structure, which is extremely compact,
useful for increasing the capacity of such delay lines. Al
unlike many single-mode integrated optical devices, both
ter structures proposed here couple easily with optical fib
since the mode of a fiber is typically far larger than t
periodicity of the crystal. With a square lattice, at norm
incidence the structure possesses aC4v symmetry.24 Conse-
quently the spectral functions are inherently polarization
dependent, which is required for most communication ap
cations. Polarization-selective dispersion characteristics
the other hand, can also be readily designed by sim
choosing a crystal lattice with less symmetry. Finally, the
structures are far more compact than conventional multila
thin film devices commonly used, where the use of up to 1
dielectric layers is often required to accomplish aQ-factor of
a few thousands with a desired line shape. We therefore
pect these compact devices to be useful in optical comm
cation systems.

This work was partially supported by the US Army R
search Laboratories under Contract No. DAAD17-02-

FIG. 4. Transmission spectrum for normally incident light upon the str
ture in Fig. 1~a!, when the dielectric constant is 10.9. Solid line represe
the theory and the open circles are FDTD simulations.
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